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Frequently Asked Question | FAQ Re: Hockey Edmonton Draw zone change
1. How do I determine where I tryout for the 2020-21 season?
Consult the map and the description of the neighbourhoods for KC and the other Clubs. That will tell you
in which draw zone you now reside, thus the Club you will try out for at the elite level. Please be aware
that you will have to provide proof of recidency documentation.
2. I have a U9 Novice player who plays for KC Knights Southside. Do these changes affect us?
No. The draw zone changes only affect those players and age groups who wish to play Elite hockey for
one of the Four Athletic Clubs. Federation hockey is unaffected.
3. I have a U13 Peewee player that played for KC Rep last year. Do we continue to do so?
Yes. If you live within the new 2020-21 draw zone of KC then there is no change and you will continue
with KC Rep/AA without doing anything.
However, if you now live outside of the new KC Elite boundaries, and want to continue with the KC
program, you will be required to notify Hockey Edmonton of that by May 1st. Failure to notify them will
result in you playing for the new draw zone Club by default. We will advise you soon as how to submit
that notification.
4. I have a U18 Midget player who currently plays with MLAC and we now reside in the KC Elite draw
zone. How do we register with your club ?
After the May 1st declaration deadline, if you choose not to declare to play with your current club, you
will be eligibile to register with us in person or through our online registration process once the new
season registration opens in June.
5. If my player played U15 Bantam tier 1 this season and no longer lives within the KC Elite draw zone,
can my player still tryout for KC ?
There may still be a possibility. However, you will have to apply to Hockey Edmonton’s Player Movement
Committee for approval. That approval is not guaranteed.
6. My player was an affiliate this season to Peewee AA, does that give us the option to declare to remain
with KC if we no longer live in the draw zone and want to tryout ?
Unfortunately, no. You will not be able to declare KC as your home club. Again, you can find the Player
Movement information, deadlines and form on the Hockey Edmonton website.

